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Aerosols

With sources as wide-ranging as pollen, 
desert dust, sea spray and salt, and 
soot from factories, aerosols are made 
up of tiny solid particles or liquid 
droplets, which are light enough to be 
suspended in air. These materials can 
heavily influence atmospheric processes 
in many different ways – potentially 
scattering, reflecting, or absorbing 
sunlight; or encouraging the formation 
of water droplets within clouds. But due 
to their highly varied shapes, sizes, and 
chemical compositions, the full impact 
of aerosols can be incredibly difficult to 
predict.

This is a significant problem for climate 
scientists, who use computer models 
to predict future changes to Earth’s 
atmosphere as accurately as possible. 
While the impacts of greenhouse 
gases are central to these calculations, 
aerosols are also a key aspect of 
emissions caused by burning fossil 
fuels. In addition, as climate change 
cause wildfires to become increasingly 
common, natural aerosols such as 
smoke and ash from burned biomass 
are now becoming increasingly 
prevalent.

In his research, Dr Timothy Logan at 
Texas A&M University uses the latest 
observation and simulation techniques 
to learn more about how cloud 
formation, as well as severe weather 
patterns associated with clouds, are 
being impacted by changing levels of 
atmospheric aerosols. His team’s results 
are now helping researchers to gain a 
better understanding of how Earth’s 
atmosphere is changing. 

Wildfire Smoke and Cloud Formation

As solid aerosols such as soot, smoke, 
and ash rise up into the atmosphere, 
they provide ideal solid surfaces on 
which water vapour in the surrounding 
air can condense. As a result, these 
‘cloud condensation nuclei’ can make 
it far easier for liquid water droplets 
to form, speeding up the release of 
precipitation in the form of rain, snow, 
and hail. 

In addition, as convective forces within 
clouds transport these aerosols in 
unpredictable directions, the particles 
can rub up against each other, 
exchanging electrical charges in the 
process. Over time, this can cause 
layers of positive and negative charges 

to build up within clouds – increasing 
the rate of lightning flashes. Clearly, if 
large amounts of aerosols are produced 
artificially over short periods of time, 
they can have severe effects on each of 
these atmospheric processes. 

As Dr Logan describes, his studies 
largely focus on how the processes 
of both cloud droplet nucleation and 
lightning formation are being altered 
by human-made aerosol emissions. 
‘My research covers both aerosol-
cloud-precipitation interactions, and 

ASSESSING HOW AEROSOLS 
IMPACT CLOUD FORMATION

As they enter the atmosphere, tiny particles emitted by the burning 
of biomass or fossil fuels can heavily influence the formation of 
clouds. Yet due to human influence, the roles that these aerosols 
play in the process are still poorly understood by climate scientists. 
Using a combination of ground- and space-based measurements, 
along with advanced computer simulations, Dr Timothy Logan at 
Texas A&M University has gained important new insights into the 
atmospheric impacts of aerosols, and how emissions from both 
wildfires and human activities are having tangible effects on the 
weather. 
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‘I deal with impacts of pollution and 
wildfire smoke on cloud development 

and lightning using ground- and 
space-based measurements.’

“

aerosol impacts on deep convective 
clouds and atmospheric electricity,’ he 
says. ‘In particular, I deal with impacts 
of pollution and wildfire smoke on 
cloud development and lightning 
using ground- and space-based 
measurements.’

Measurements from Ground and 
Space

To achieve these goals, Dr Logan and 
his colleagues take measurements using 
two different instruments. The first of 
these is the Atmospheric Radiation 
Measurement facility in the Southern 
Great Plains region (ARM-SGP), which 
is managed by the US Department of 
Energy. 

This observatory contains a wide 
array of cutting-edge instruments 
including radiometers, lidars, and 
aerosol detectors – spread across an 
extensive region, spanning the states 
of Oklahoma and Kansas. Together, 
these instruments give researchers 
an intricately detailed picture of the 
region’s climate, and provide valuable 
guidance for their climate models. 

Secondly, the researchers analyse 
observations taken from NASA’s 
MERRA-2 model platform – which 
provides simulated interactions 
between aerosols and physical climate 
processes since 1980. By combining the 
long-term measurements of both of 
these instruments, Dr Logan’s team has 
gained an in-depth picture of how cloud 
formation in the SGP region is being 
altered by wildfires – both locally, and 
further afield. 

‘We showed that biomass burning 
smoke aerosols from wildfires facilitated 
cloud development during extreme 
weather patterns,’ Dr Logan describes. 
‘In the future, this may lead to more 
frequent aerosol loading from wildfires 
– although the total aerosol amount has 
decreased in the United States over the 
past two decades.’ This reduction has 
come about as vehicles and industrial 
processes have become more efficient – 
producing less soot through the burning 
of fossil fuels. 

Encouraging Hailstones

Based on the combined measurements 
of ARM-SGP and MERRA-2 over the past 
two decades, the researchers have now 

connected the increasing prevalence 
of wildfires in the US with an increase 
in the concentration of aerosols at 
the bases of clouds. Since the water 
vapour in these clouds must be shared 
between a larger number of cloud 
condensation nuclei, this alteration 
means that droplets must become 
smaller, decreasing the likelihood of 
precipitation. 

‘This can result in clouds with a longer 
lifetime, as well as higher cloud 
coverage,’ Dr Logan illustrates. ‘As these 
droplets are lofted above the freezing 
level, they can become ice particles 
such as snow and hailstones.’ The 
prevalence of ice can be indicative of 
extreme convective forces within the 
cloud, and can also gather stronger 
electrical charges – resulting in more 
severe stormy weather.

In further studies, Dr Logan’s team also 
compared the impact of aerosols to the 
extreme, short-term thermodynamic 
changes that wildfires unleash on their 
local environments. In this case, they 
used computer simulations of a real 
fire, which affected areas of Texas and 
Oklahoma in 2018. 

With this technique, they showed how 
a combination of aerosols and extreme 
heat can cause stronger updrafts 
within clouds – both allowing more 
ice particles (such as hail) to form, and 
producing more intense lightning. 
Through the model, the researchers 
discovered that while aerosols have 
a significant impact on atmospheric 
processes after wildfires have ended, the 
heat they produce momentarily has a 
far greater impact on storm intensity. 

Impacts of Pressure Systems

The aerosols emitted by wildfires can 
also impact cloud formation over far 
larger scales. As you may be familiar 
with from watching the weather 
forecast, the pressure exerted by Earth’s 
atmosphere can be highly variable, and 
often depends heavily on the time of 
year. In regions of high pressure – which 
typically produce long spells of sunny, 
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settled weather, a light wind flows outward from the centre 
of the system. Due to the Earth’s spin, this flow is then forced 
to rotate clockwise in the northern hemisphere – affecting 
weather patterns on scales of thousands of kilometres. 

Based on ARM-SGP and MERRA-2’s observations, Dr Logan 
and his colleagues analysed the relationship between these 
weather patterns, and the transport of aerosols. ‘The increased 
frequency of high-pressure systems led to drier conditions 
which facilitated wildfire activity,’ Dr Logan explains. ‘In 
addition, the air flow pattern around the high-pressure systems 
can transport the wildfire smoke from the western US and 
Canada to the Southern Great Plains region and be observed 
by the ARM-SGP site, especially during warm summer months.’

In the cooler spring months, this situation reversed, and 
higher levels of wildfire smoke were transported to the site via 
low-pressure systems. Here, strong winds flow inward from 
outside the system, rotating in an anti-clockwise direction in 
the northern hemisphere. In this case, aerosols are more often 
transported to the Great Plains region across the Gulf of Mexico, 
originating from wildfires in Mexico and Central America. 

Hurricanes and Desert Dust

In addition to these discoveries, Dr Logan’s work is having an 
important impact on how meteorologists and climate scientists 
interpret the causes of real extreme weather events. Among 
his team’s most impactful studies examined how aerosols may 
have affected the severity of hurricane Harvey – which triggered 
catastrophic floods in the Houston Metropolitan area in 2017. 

Using both ground-based and satellite measurements, together 
with computer simulations of the hurricane, Dr Logan’s team 
established a clear link between the intensity of rain and 
lightning and the storm, and the aerosols emitted by vehicles 
and industry – which is particularly heavy along the Texas 
coastline. These results highlighted a vital need to represent 
the effects of human-made aerosols both in short-term weather 
forecasts, and in long-term climate projections. 

The following year, much of the southern US was blanketed in a 
vast volume of dust – which had blown across the Atlantic from 
the Sahara Desert in Africa. Through the same combination of 
observations and climate models, Dr Logan and his colleagues 
showed how these natural aerosols reflected and absorbed 
sunlight as they crossed the ocean. This reduced the amount 
of light hitting the water – decreasing sea surface temperatures 
in turn. 
Since tropical storms such as Harvey draw their much of their 
energy from heated seawater, the team showed how the dust 
cloud actually reduced the frequency and severity of storms in 
the region. If dust storms become more prevalent in the future, 
therefore, the effect could become increasingly important for 
climate scientists to consider. 

Preparing for Future Changes

Altogether, these studies have clearly highlighted just how 
pervasive the impact of aerosols can be – whether natural or 
human-made; and how the nature of their influence can heavily 
depend on the times, places, and scales over which they are 
emitted. 

As Earth’s atmosphere warms, climate scientists universally 
predict that wildfires will come to play an increasingly prevalent 
role in our lives. In the coming decades, they will become more 
severe, last for longer, and burn ever larger areas – including in 
regions which have rarely experienced them so far. As a result, 
the aerosols they emit could alter patterns of cloud formation 
on global scales – making stormy weather events even harder 
to predict. 

At the same time, levels of directly human-made aerosols 
such as soot could begin to noticeably decrease in the coming 
years, as technological advances lead to improvements in 
fuel efficiency. Through an in-depth understanding of these 
changes, Dr Logan hopes that climate scientists will soon be 
able to model them with unprecedented accuracy: allowing us 
to better prepare for extreme weather events, and to adapt to 
the changes to come. 
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